EUROPEAN ALUMNAE AND ALUMNI OF THE INSTITUTE OF AIR AND SPACE LAW OF McGIN UNIVERSITY

12th Biennial Meeting in Prague
22 - 24 April 2010

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME

**Thursday, 22 April 2010**

- **Arrival of participants at selected hotels**
  - 20:00
- **Dinner at a local restaurant (venue to be confirmed)**
  - to be sponsored by

**Friday, 23 April 2010**

- **9:30**
  - **Czech Airlines (a Czech national carrier)**
    - visiting a training centre at Prague Airport (guided tour, experiencing emergency situation in Airbus 320 Cabin Emergency Evacuation Trainer – 3D motion)
    - meeting CSA representatives and discussing the recent attempt to privatise the airline, its present situation including a close cooperation with Prague Airport
- **11:30 – 12:30**
  - **Lunch**
- **12:30**
  - **ABS Jets (a leading CE business jets operator)**
    - visiting a business jet (if available) at Prague Airport
    - meeting representatives of ABS Jets and discussing business-jets market issues
- **15:30**
  - **Visit of the Czech Senate, Workshop**
    - visiting the Senate (to be confirmed)
    - workshop (venue to be confirmed)
- **19:00**
  - **Cocktail** (to be organised in cooperation the Canadian Embassy - venue to be confirmed)
Saturday, 24 April 2010

9:00
**Departure to Pilsen**

11:00
**Pilsner Urquell Brewery**
- visiting one of the best breweries in the world

13:00
**Lunch at Pilsner Urquell Brewery Restaurant**

15:00
**Alternative 1**
**Air Park Zruc**
- a unique private collection of airplanes and helicopters

**Alternative 2**
**Sightseeing in Pilsen**
- Cathedral, Brewery Museum, underground corridors

16:00
**Departure to Prague**

17:30
**Arrival**

19:30
**Farewell Dinner** (venue to be confirmed)